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blood moon POETRY - Issue 3 - welcome! 

We seem to have found ourselves at issue 3 in what 
feels like a mere blink of the eye.  Forward/motion 
indeed.  Here at blood moon poetry, we believe in the 
journey much more than any one destination.  So we 
bring you in here, now.  Welcome.

In issue 2 we talked of a hard year, harder still 
for women.  We have nonetheless seen creativity 
bloom and witnessed movement/s.  Propelled as 
we all have been into a future that brings with it 
uncertainty, unknowns, undoings.  But with that has 
also come great strides, flights and inroads where 
none were thought possible.

So our third issue, forward/motion, is our attempt to 
capture women’s innate ability to keep moving.  We 
remain the most affected by life’s most recent shift, 
yet the words we have read from the women in our 
community show us the fruits of this labour.  As ever, 
we have become priviliged witness to poems carved 
from small moments in (a challenging) time.

Each piece you read here embodies different 
interpretations of what it means to push on, reach 
inward and press forward.  Yet all our women’s 
words have in common undeniable strength and 
beauty.  A siezing or letting go.  Flight and fight.   

While in issues 1 and 2 poems were organised under 
headings, this time poems are seated together 
alongside a new chapter curated by roving board 
member @A.i.firefly.  An expert in all things surreal, 
she has handpicked 7 poems that work with this 
deliciously tricky form.  Our words and those of our 
brilliant board members are featured separately, at 
the end of each issue.

This issue also welcomes another guest to our 
pages; designer, Sarah Mather.  Spreading from our 
cover into the rest of the journal, her design weaves 
these wonderful pieces together.  We know you will 
find something that moves you here.

Lunar love and light to you all.

The Editors.
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The Cavalcade of the 
    Double-Edged Looking Glass
curated by A.i.firefly

“[Surrealism is an exploration of] the deeper reality of the unconscious, the night mind. “ 
from A Poet’s Glossary by Edward Hirsch.

The poems curated for this decadent chapter spoke to me in the colors of the “night 
mind”, laced and layered with sonorous language and multi-layered metaphor.  I am in 
deep admiration of these wellsprings of inspiration from the poets in our community.  
May they speak to the readers of blood moon POETRY just as deeply.

surrealism



VULPES VULPES SPRINTS

The Cavalcade of the 
    Double-Edged Looking Glass

Charlotte Philippe

Charlotte is a lover of fixed and unfixed forms. Many of 
her poems are reflections on childhood, family violence, 
romantic love, mental health, her marriage and her son. 
More recent pieces explore myths and archetypes, and 
many experiment with repetition, rhyme and speech 
sounds, especially the onomatopoeic effect. 

foxgloves glide horizontal
smiles full of wink-wobble
red-streaked triangles glint
and vulpes vulpes sprints
smiles full of wink-wobble
fall tenderly from the sky
and vulpes vulpes sprints
bushy whiskers flap-beat
fall tenderly from the sky
soft somnambulant falling
bushy whiskers flap-beat
as wind whispers streak
soft somnambulant falling
through versions of plenty
as wind whispers streak
foxgloves glide horizontal

surrealism
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iii (Excerpt from a Tarot Spread)
Crux of worlds is vortex of a dance
in the eye’s pit —
winking,
twinkling
in time with rhythmic mute.

Schisms

bow from four corners and call
in promises from a scene
unedited — widescreen wraparound, tucked
in at the navel. Waiting unconcerned,

the serpent-tail of leopard slumber,
furls out the cusp of perception’s stealth.
I can pet it when shed of tested skin passed down — slip

through legs of legion and sweep
stubborn feet
from treehouses. All in

zen

time

stretched out and snowed

Cassie Fielding  

@cassie_fielding_poetry

Cassie is a poet with a kink for the surreal. Inspired by 
Jungian ideas, the occult and all things otherworldly, 
she writes as a means to seek truth in the peeling 
back of reality’s layers. Cassie’s debut collection, 
‘The Arbitrary Fractals of an Oracle’, was published in 
February 2021.
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I will heave into the hands of hope
spitting from blood-thick mouthfuls,
brimming with the ecstasy
of once again having bitten off
much more than I can chew.

I will dislocate into each appetite,
thriving headlong towards the outrageous fuchsia
of some explicit garden,
doomed to grow like a snake eating an antelope.

I will wake up beside the astonishment of dawn,
wild enough to taste its crisp dew
beading along the quiet rectitude
of my internal Attenborough commentary.

But
... there is no cure for all this cogitation.
There is no peak to a Waitākere sunset.
There is no one, just the cat atop a throne.
But
o, there is gospel in my stocking’s ladder to havoc.
There is a song of Gods shuddering into electric nerves 
of nature.
There is every chance of rain, and I am dancing for the 
deluge.

Gravid with prospect, the industrial smudge of sky
will collapse in on itself and begin to fall.
Corrupt with purpose, the neighbours
will growl by on their ouroboros-bites of tyre,
hunched in leather-clad motorcycle squat
like fat iguanas.

You will walk into me through rolling credits of 
heritage,
and I will turn everything to poetry.

Sommer Lyn

@sommer_lyn

Sommer is South Pacific flotsam and a poet from 
Auckland, New Zealand where she has been writing for 
most of her years but has only recently started sharing it 
with the world after a long recess of reclusivity.

Ambition and Imagery
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Dormant waves sway beneath train-tracks 

as you’re approaching the burning equator

The stairways of the air
curl like serpents
in the flickering velocity

The wind-chimes in your temples
speak to you in riddles.

For eons you kept your wounds draped,
the doors of the isness -ajar
Never open, never dead-shut.

The breasts of the night cooling.

A promise
standing like an unsaddled horse
behind the corner.

Waiting

Waiting

Bleeding

Middle is the exorcism of completeness!
An infinite picking of hornless stars!

Anni Rannisto

surrealismNow there is a burning equator ahead

and the heart is approaching its own deliverance.

And you ask yourself:

What does the ribbon say to the cross
when the pearled faith is gone? 
How many times can a man witness 
the moulting of skies, the freefall of the moon?

Yes.
There is a terminus at the gates of equator.

And the burning. 
The igniting without bleeding.

And the hands of the flames outstretched
-rushing to farewell your crowded shadow.

The crotch of the new day warming.

You become a torch of wings.
You become a cluster of eyes,

abandoning sight at the obsequies of
hornless stars.

Burning.

Burning.

Igniting without bleeding.



I am travelling down the bed of the year
lost in the husky light and
the way the shadows thicken
on the walls,
counting bricks and mortar
– what is lost and what remains –
and where I stand
is pooled with memory,
stone grey, bone black
some lantern light glimmers
soft moments shine.
I am travelling down the bed of the year
like the shell of the river run
settle to watch like an ox-
bow lake
like the grooves of a cowrie
spiral singing, like the seasons
I hold their tune in my hand
roll them in my palm
send them out like the tide

Victoria Punch

@victoriapunch_

Victoria is a voice coach and musician, writing from her 
home in Devon (UK) between the moors and the sea. She 
is curious about voice and identity, the limits of language 
and how we perceive things: her poetry comes from 
these explorations.

The Old Year
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Bodyless
Morning brings the yellow veil of grief
Which hangs by day like vinegar in air 
And soaks each night into my thirsty skin

On endless days I walk myself amongst 
The green where feathered spores and seeds slip by 
And closed buds hold life hostage in their silk

I listen for you nesting in the quills 
Aimless through this crumpled brow of land
Hoping for your purple sunbird sound

My layers peel, red-lined as fibres strip 
The tender of my flesh gives way to light
Bright flex muscle- sinew takes its flight 

Spring rewound with backward blossom flows
As re-rained showers into sky above 
And all the forest peels me from my bones

A yoke exposed to sharpness in its shell 
Reducing me to where the love is held
Like wine, in the dark pocket of a mouth

Cool beck and bourn beneath the ache of sun
And as a river seeks its sovereign sea
I flow, I brim I run and run and run

Lauren Thomas

Lauren’s most recent writing is in The Crank Literary 
Magazine,  Re-side Magazine, Abridged,  Green Ink 
Poetry and the Songs of Love and Strength anthology 
by The Mum Poem Press.  She has poetry forthcoming 
in Dreich’s Summer Anywhere anthology, Blood Moon 
Journal’s Faces of Womanhood and Nine Pen’s Hair 
Raising anthology.  She is an MA student in Poetry Writing 
with Newcastle University and The Poetry School, London.

@thoughtsofmanythings
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violent violet vision
stardust circus, this night-maze—
blue-flame feet tread the centripetal 
track toward silvery nothing; life is red
hog-roasted, black-burnt & steaming while i 
tightrope 
coward-fall into lion den, my acrobat back gone 
snakelike, writhing until ringleader 
baton smack makes me a rotting meat speck 
shuttling into the unfriendly 
cosmos behind my exophthalmic 
violet sibylline eyes.

Caitlin Docherty

@cmnpoetry

Caitlan is an anxious millennial living in a beige thousand 
square foot space across from a small prairie.  her 
hobbies include unraveling into a crude translation of her 
inner chaos & cheugily obsessing over avocado toast.  a 
few of her poems are forthcoming in train river poetry’s 
summer 2021 anthology.
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How to Leave the Party
First, stay. 
Stay long past the good parts. 
Stay for the May days and for the maydays alike, 
because you want to be here, and you’re needed. 
Mix selfishness with selflessness in a cocktail of justifications and serve it to the 
party, 
in a yearning-lit, laughter-filled, yellow-painted house.

You always thought of perfect as a destination. 
This is why you keep moving. 
Like a hummingbird. 
Like a shark. 
Like someone looking 
for something you had once, and lost.
The bathroom mirror of the party has seen you like this, and it knows what you 
can’t admit. 

The boarding in the windows of the house across the street is the last thing 
I see as my cab pulls away from the neighborhood.
“It’s on its way out,” the driver notes. 

The boarding pass is crisp and promising, like the window pane’s edge 
when I snuck out at seventeen, my heart racing just as fast now. 

The boarding call is a sermon, but 
this time we don’t repeat the hymn, 
ask for forgiveness, or shake hands on the way out. 
We still drink the wine here, but 
we have to pay, and it’s expensive, 
because in the end, leaving always 
costs you something. 

Brenna Collins O’Donnell

@brennacollinsodonnell

Brenna is a journalist and nonprofit worker based out of 
Alexandria, Virginia. She holds a BA in Writing from Ithaca 
College in New York, where she was Editor in Chief of the 
Department of Writing’s literary magazine, Stillwater.



We Are Geese Now
They’re geese, Canada or Cackling
I’m unsure But see the long necks!
How many? she asks,
Two, four, five, six
and my inner eight year old
doesn’t hate math
when it’s on her terms

I want to fly with them!
So I think for a second
then give her a boost, Lean in!
and she does, wings sprouting
in seconds of overnight footage
There’s 7 now! she squeals, circling
above and the now spills me
into the breeze,
it pulls me forward and I lean,
lean in to make it 8

Shagufta Mulla

@s.mulla.dvm

Shagufta, DVM is an artist, emerging poet, and Amherst 
Writers & Artists writing workshop facilitator.  Her poetry 
has been featured in ARC Journal and Orangepeel and 
she has art forthcoming in Opia. Shagufta lives in Oregon.



I wake up with bruises on my thighs, marbled shapes 
like pink crystals. I was dreaming of the outdoors, the 
noises in the woods scaring me, a deep beckoning 
evoking her voice, needy and demanding. Why won’t 
she discard my remains in the river? Better yet, cut 
my limbs and feed them to the dogs who shiver in the 
rain and eat boiled vegetables from my hands. Instead, 
she neglects my demands and dies in the backseat. 
I find her body and leave it there for someone else to 
take care of; I have dealt with plenty of death to know 
women will return when you ignore them enough times. 
They ask me if I regret what happened, and I choose 
my words wisely as the devil watches me from under 
my bed. I tell them: Not in this lifetime, and the serpent 
slithers into a hole in the wall and remains there until 
I swallow her cruelty, a woman with no honey in her 
mouth. The sky fades, resembling a bruised peach; 
periwinkle veins flash below the clouds swelling with 
rainwater. I ask the shadow behind my curtain for 
forgiveness, but it tells me to go back to sleep. 

Chimen Kouri

@chimenkouri

Chimen is a writer based in Cliffwood Beach, New Jersey. 
She has been published in Goat’s Milk Magazine, The 
Luna Collective, Brenda Magazine, and more. She is 
currently editing her chapbook, Peach Milk, and hopes to 
have it published by 2022.. 
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Release
birth
unseen movement
change, with bright expanding
opening, risk taking
stirring body and soul
child of blood and hope
now releasing
menopause
releasing now
hope and blood of child
soul and body stirring
taking risk opening
expanding bright with change
movement unseen
birth

Kim McKellar

@kimmckellar_poetry

Kim is a Canadian writer and artist. In 2020/21 she 
published two books of poetry written during the Covid 
19 pandemic. Her poetry explores both the literal and 
emotional landscape of her life and draws on the solace 
and wisdom found in nature.



Fledgling
I see you poised
ready to jump
arms held back, knees bent
toes curled around the edge

I hold

my breath

You will be a fledgling forever
and each time, like the first
my heart will plummet
as you find flight
from ever greater heights
into ever wider skies

Jodie Duffy 

@chrysanthemum_poetry

Jodie lives in Gloucestershire with her husband and 
daughter. She is a Chinese Studies graduate and works 
as a publications manager. Much of her poetry is inspired 
by motherhood and nature.



Now You’re A Person
And underneath each page -
Where do we start?
We can’t go back – it’s impossible to go back,
To revive the condensed and the lost.
How to move into the clearing - the bleak?

But underneath each page
Underneath those words and phrases
An independence
Not to be trusted
Bring out the washcloths and
Rinse

There now.
Now you’re a person
An original person
Before all the stuff and nonsense and
The pissing about

Before we roasted the chicken
And left it there
Got the mug stuck
Drew pictures of shadows in red
Flooded the kitchen
Before I watched you fade away slowly
In that room,
With the plastic cups and the sink.

Before all of the things that made me, me.
Me here now.
The move into the clearing –

Sarah Mather

@sarahbeckmather

Sarah is an artist, actress, poet - having recently been 
published by The Bounds Green Book Writers, Last 
Leaves Mag, and Nottingham C.A.N. Sarah trained as an 
actress at The Central School of Speech and Drama in 
London and is completing an MSc in Mindfulness at the 
University of Aberdeen.



Strawberry Legs
You say it like it’s an insult
My mind is still young only aged a handful of years 
still
Suspended in that state of constant expansion and
I still have not learned that I am supposed to be 
ashamed of things I can’t control
I sit alone in the childhood playground
Sweat trickling between my furrowed brow
Because why is it a bad thing
Strawberries are delicious

We pass down these scars from generation to 
generation
My strawberry legs become your winkles
From mother to daughter woman to girl
Like it’s written in our genetics
engraved in our bones
Like these ancient desires
The festering wound hidden beneath recipe cards 
and jewelry
Like an ancient curse

This curse ends with me
One way or another whether
I stand at the end of my bloodline Or not
I’ll press these flawed strawberry legs close and 
whisper
“You’re fine just the way you are”

Simran Bhakta

@Thebrowngirl81

Simran (she/her/hers) is an emerging writer from Texas 
who wants to write something that makes you sigh and 
think: ‘So this is what I’ve been waiting for’. When she’s 
not writing she moonlights as a financial analyst and 
serves on the Adroit Journals’ managerial board.



So Instead We Crawled 
Listen, we were never promised flight. So instead 
we crawled on our knees across 
the city, we trudged 
through the marsh, and when the 
sidewalks flooded, we joked 
that it offered a rest because 
we could now float on our backs – 
all this as the rain filled our pockets 
and weighed us down. 

It was the hovering question we weren’t 
sure the answer to, at night when 
we nursed our scabbed knees and 
plucked tiny rocks and shards from 
the palms of each other’s hands, 
while others journeyed across in 
boats and floated softly 
down the river, 
“Is this it, is this 
the way we want to cross 
the wide expanse? Is it 
supposed to cut 
into our skin and 
bruise our bodies 
and take our air?” 

We would puzzle and pose 
the question over and over and then 
you would reach across 
and pull more twigs and debris 
out of my hair with such 
a tenderness that 
I should have seen 
as the entire answer 
in one tiny gesture.

Jess Janz 

@jessjanz

Jess is a poet and community gatherer from Toronto, 
Canada. Her first poetry compilation, ‘Words For The 
Living,’ was published in 2018, and she is currently writing 
her second book.



Annalise 
Baby bird with broken wings.
She fell off a tree branch
Then confessed that she did not

Have anyone or anything left to live for
Except the empty drawers inside her stomach.

She kneeled on the floor of my childhood bedroom
And I left here there, walked into a grocery store.

I did not
Know what to say. Did not
Try to kill her, curse her, or scream at her like I 
thought I would.

I did not even
Envy her. Just held her while she cried.

She left before daybreak.

Amber Ting

@amberyting

Amber is a Chinese-Taiwanese international student in 
the US. She’s a writer and editor for Dear Asian Youth and 
Zenerations. Her writing has been published in online 
and print publications including Detester Magazine, 
Paracosm Literary Journal, and Pile Press’ Summer 2021 
Journal. She enjoys listening to music and daydreaming. 



“Where to Next”
The lizards move the ground
taking shadows with them
as prairie birds prune the sagebrush
and the sun does what it wants.

I’d think it all perfect if not for
a store-bought drone ripping through,
its ballad in the tone of an endless kazoo.

Overhead, it turns us all into ants;
my van into a grain of obsidian
that I will carry down a rhythmed road
to stack behind an unmarked grave
of something wild and unnamed.

Linds Sanders

@resounding_bell

Linds (she/her) is a multidisciplinary artist living and 
creating out of her van, which she strives to park on level 
ground. Her poetry and photography visit 3Elements 
Review, Rising Phoenix, Harbor Review and elsewhere. 
While her whereabouts are ever-changing, her work can 
be found at Linds.Sanders.com



editorial board
ESCAPE
past peels into petals: setting suns
in my rearview: night’s neon necklace, empty
and glittering around midnight’s neck. the longest
drive is the one where you don’t dare look back
for fear of stilling to salt and never moving
on. eleven star-woven hours spent waiting
for beacons to look toward. it’s so easy
to get turned around in the dark. like flowers,
we seek out the light, and we will settle
for false gods if we have to. and just when
i want to escape abyss, crash cerulean
iris against golden shores, look yesterday’s
flaming skyline in the eye, turn toward comfort, damn
going blind, cities stained by unrelenting
sunrise crack into color on horizon. this nape
forgets her itch, these knuckles unclench,
these pupils can relax having made it
out from the bowels of last season’s basalt tides.

Kait Quinn ~ print editor

@kaitquinnpoetry
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Draped.
furrowed in the brow of mourning is the pascaline 
soothsayer of the past 
the lost hands that cup the ache of your cheek one 
hundred times in disbelief

the croon of the winding machine bloodletting the 
dance of gathered rings of smoke 
to chide the wistful bleating of buried footprints

the sieve of the pelican’s maw dripping the tears of the 
ocean into the awe of the reticent

this unfolding guffaw of miasma, this blanket of 
pickled wonder, the simple wrapping 
of coined eyes with the nexus of relief, a wishful 
prescience, swallowed,

swirling, mulled in the caw of echoed millennia,
this numbness weeps to see your face in the skyline

we pedestal the carried sighs of fallen yesterdays 
into a mirror of wanting to be larger than the minutes 
dripping through shared fingers
you hold them, cupped, to my mouth and I drown there

in silence

the carrion of my fingers are these words, 
with gaping mouths they trace along the lost corners 
of the pursed lips of strangers

unfettered by the gong that walks the line of 
awakening, 
this sparkle of the turn against the eye of reason 
stretches the plenary fortress of the diaspora of the 
fragments of my heart

who is the timeline of this bared thigh 
what is the twist in the nettled fabric of synergy 
when is the now of the frightened torque 
why is the heated sorcery of syllogism
how is the when of the who turned why

boiling is the farce of the December skin covering the 
limelight of our dismay; 
we gather happenstance into gaping cores of wisdom 
curried with the blindness of sordid wavering;
Apollo kneels to drink our melting, the soup of our 
shared sighs 
euphoria lights the sweltering of the icy storm of 
reason

and we become glee, we become human 

editorial board

A.i. Firefly ~ roving editor

@a.i.firefly



flightless

Monica Crumback & Holly Ruskin 

dawn rises like a hem
on dandelion knee
legs pegged
to dewy ground
yet feathered skirts
up-lifted
new day’s bending
bright silk
around fresh skin
bone stretched
yet flightless
eyes to heaven
this light 
pulled by wings
a shimmered curtain
finds its hooks
and all begins

editorial board@regardingwe 
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Holly Ruskin has been a writer all her life, exploring 
the poetic form after the birth of her daughter in 
2019.  She graduated with a BA in English Literature 
& Film going on to complete an MA in Film, 
specialising in feminism and the representation 
of women.  As a Lecturer and freelance writer 
she has edited screenplays, written short stories 
and academic essays.  But it is writing poems 
about motherhood that has brought her the most 
creative joy.  She co-founded 'blood moon poetry', an 
inclusive and welcoming place for female poets to 
submit their work for publication.  A selection of her 
work is published in an anthology of stories about 
postnatal depression titled 'Not the Only One'.  She 
is a Motherscope contributor as well as writing for 
Harness Magazine and Motherdom.  Holly lives in 
Bristol, UK. 
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Monica Crumback is an American mother, 
wife, educator, and writer living in the 
Midwest. Her essays and poetry have been 
published in various places both in print 
and around the web. She draws inspiration 
for her work from the natural world around 
her and in the everyday miracles of marriage 
and mothering. She has written every day 
for as long as she can remember. Monica 
co-founded 'blood moon poetry', an online 
journal for female writers and illustrators, 
in the hopes of encouraging, inspiring, and 
amplifying the creative voices of other 
women. You can find her on Instagram 
@regardingwe
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editorial board
Kait Quinn is a law admin by day and a prolific 
poet by night. She studied creative writing at St. 
Edward’s University in Austin, TX and her poetry has 
appeared in Blood Moon Journal, Polemical Zine, 
Chestnut Review, VERSES, New Literati, and various 
anthologies. She is also the author of the poetry 
collections A Time for Winter and I Saw Myself Alive 
in a Coffin. When she is not working or writing, Kait 
enjoys reading, baking, walks along the creek, doing 
yoga, and binge watching Netflix. Kait currently lives 
in Minneapolis with her partner and their regal cat 
Spart. 

A.i. Firefly was born at the tail end of the 
1970s in the suburbs of NYC. She is the 
author of Cast Iron Poetry #2 : A Moon 
Magnetized This Screeching Bird, a poetry 
collection published by Time Is An Ocean 
Publications. Her previous work on the 
web & in print appears in publications by 
Having A Whiskey Coke With You, NYSAI 
Press, Blood Moon Poetry, A.B. Baird 
Publishing, E·ratio, Train River Publishing 
& Great Weather For Media. You can read 
more of her work and engage with the 
author on Instagram @a.i.firefly and on the 
web at https://aifirefly.wordpress.com/
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